Year 2 medium term planning
Summer 1– Topic – Enchanted Forest
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Cold write- Hansel and Gretel
setting description of the candy
house. Grammar

Grammar.

Plot weave, hot write setting
description and improvements.

Instructions- Healthy pasta salad.
Cold write and grammar.

Instructions- Healthy pasta salad.
Hot write and improvements.

Plants we eat
Re-cap living dead and never been
alive objects. To look at plants that
we eat and categorise them into the
correct column.

Investigating seeds
To know what seeds, do. To be able
to match seeds to the correct plants.

What do plants need?
To know what plants, need to stay
healthy and keep them alive.

Where will they grow?
To complete an experiment with
cress on where is the best place for
plants to grow.

Life cycle of a plant.
To look at the life cycle of a
sunflower. Identify the different
stages.

Art- Van Gogh’s
sunflowers

Who was Van Gogh’s.
Why is his art famous.

Final piece.
Use a medium of their choice to
create a final piece of artwork of Van
Gogh’s Sunflowers.

Healthy Eating
What foods are healthy and what
food are unhealthy.

Van Gogh’s sunflowers in water
colours.
To experiment with different
mediums to work towards a final
piece of artwork.
Healthy Eating
What is needed for a healthy
balanced diet. The eat well plate.

Van Gogh’s sunflowers in digital art.
To use 2 paint a picture to re-cerate
Van Gogh’s sunflowers.

Design technology

Healthy Eating
Design your own healthy pasta salad.

Healthy Eating
Create own healthy pasta salad.

ICT

Introduction and Impressionism
Describe the main features of
impressionist art. Use 2 paint a
picture to create art based upon this
style.

Van Gogh’s sunflowers in pastel
crayons.
To experiment with different
mediums to work towards a final
piece of artwork.
Healthy Eating
To follow instructions on how to
make a healthy pasta salad and
evaluate it.
Pointillist Art
Explain what pointillism is. Use 2
paint a picture to create art based
upon this style.

Piet Mondrian
Describe the main features of Piet
Mondrian’s work. Use 2 paint a
picture to create art based upon this
style.

Surrealism and eCollage
Describe surrealist art. Use ecollage
functions in 2 paint a picture to
create surrealist art using drawling
and clipart.

Music

Snappy Classroom

Snappy Classroom

Snappy Classroom

William Morris and Pattern
Describe the main features of
repeating patterns. Use 2 paint a
picture to create art by repeating
patterns in a variety of ways.
Combine more than one effect in
2paint a picture to enhance
patterns.
Snappy Classroom

English

Spelling focus
SPAG FOCUS
Reading focus
Maths
Science- Plants

History
Geography

Snappy Classroom

PSHE

RE

RelationshipsFamilies

RelationshipsKeeping Safe- exploring physical
contact

RelationshipsFriends and conflict

RelationshipsSecrets

RelationshipsTrust and Appreciation

